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Storin ravages area again

Daily 13gyptian
Southern Dlinois University

Thursday, July 3, 1980-Vol. 64,_No. 172

r===============================================~

A thunderstorm with winds
whipping up to more than 100
mph dealt Southern Illinois its
second severe weather blow in
four days Wednesday, injuring
at least 30 people in Carbondale
and causing miUioos of dollars
in damage to buildings, trailer
homes, power hnes and aircraft.
A 7-year~Id girl reportedly
was drowned at Lake Kincaid,
wbeo
the high
capsized a
northwest.
ofwinds
Murphysboro,
boat.
Late Wednesday, Gov. James
Thom~ declared the six
count1es
of
Jackson
Williamson, Franklin, Saline:
Randolph and Perry a disaster
area. Some estimates placed
the total damage at SIS million
to S25 million. Almost aU the
area was blacked out, mainly
due to loss of a major power
trunk at Grand Tower. More
than 200 Central Dlinois Power
Co. workers began restoring
~e:i~city on an area-by-area
The storm swept out of the
west in the late afternoon.
hitting Murphysboro, Carbondale, Anna-Jonesboro,
Carterville, Energy, Herrin.
Zeigler. Benton, West Frankfort, Marion and Harrisburg as
This story was c:ompilf'd from
reports gathered by !ltaff
members Lenore Sobota, Mark
Pabicb. Tony Gonion, Brent
Cramer. Scott Stahmer. Jeff

Goffinet. Mary Harmon. Carrie
Sweeney. Dave Powers and Bill
Tarley.

Storm pictures
POf!e• 7&20
11..-bled--.nt.......,.....

en- and eledrie power poles.
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It's bottoms up ud time to move oat for OdeU Wyatt, a resideatol Carbaadale MobUe Homes for only duft weeb.

Over 30 trailers destroyed
at Carbondale Mobile Homes
Bv Diana Penner
sialf Writer
Carbondale Mobile Homes
appeared to be one of the areas
hardest hit by the storm that hit
unexpectedly Wednesday afternoon, with 30 to 40 trailers
ruined and scores of people
homeless.
Several trailers were overturned in the storm. others were
flattened and many more were
their
unknocked
off
derpinnings. Residents were
asked to leave their trailers and
take shelter in a building at the
entrance of the park.

It could not be determined if
anyone was injured in the
overturned trailers, or if anyone
had been inside them when the
storm hit.
The Red Cross reportedly is
setting up temporary housing,
possibly in on-campus dormitories, for people whose
trailers were demoliShed.
At least one large gas pipe,
ripped up by an overturned
trailer. leaked gas. and several
water pipes formerly connected
to trailers spouted fountain-hke
streams of water.
Walls and roofs were peeled

off of trailers, making them
look like matchboxes soaked in
water.
The overturned trailers were
generally in isolated areas,
often surrounded by unscathed
trailers. In some areas,
1

~:ued'~~to~=~hattc~!'! lt:~

mph winds ripped through the
trailer court.
Couches, stereos, barbells
and Teddy bears were strewn
around the wreckage.
Two residents of one of the
overturned trailers returned to
retrieve some of their

possessions. Eddy Simmons,
from Randier. N.C., and Odell
Wyatt, from Waynesville, N.C.,
said they feared looters would
ransack trailers during the
night.
Both ::arne to Carbondale just
three weeks ago
Wyatt crawled into the
trailer, which was lying on its
roof, and handed Simmons a
television, a camera and other
valuables.
Simmons threw out a first aid
kit and remarked, "Here, we
may need this tonight."

Widespread power outage plagues city
Bv Tony Gordoa
Staff Writer
Mayor Hans Fischer asked
Carbondale residents to remain
in their homes Wednesday night
to avoid contact with live power
lines in the wake of the storms
that hit Carbondale in the afternoon.
The mayor also asked the
local liquor stores to close no
later than midnight Wednesday.
All of Carbondale serviced by
the Central Illinois Public
Service Co. was without electric

power after the storm, but parts
of town with Rural Electric
Cooperative service, Lewis
Park included, had power.
Power was restored on the
campus shortly after 9 p.m.
The mayor said the city
cleanup efforts had been dealt a
serious setback by Wednesday's
storm. "I wouldn't say we were
back to square one, but we are
certainly at square two," he
said.
City Manager Carrol Fry said
residents were being asked to

conserve water while power
was out, because the parts of
town serviced by sewer lift
stations would not be able to
function with power out and the
possibility of sewer back-up.
CIPS was trying to <.~rrange a
switch of power supply from
Kentucky because the Grand
Tower switch station was
knocked out in the storm.
Fry also said that residents

pumps at Cedar Lake could not
bring water into town without
power. Fry said the city will be
drawing 1ts water from the
reservoir until power was
restored.

According to Randy Jackson,
Emergency Services Coordinator, the city had enough
generators and fuel to last until
power was fully restored, and
that city facilities would be high
c.r:a!11t:~:a~~h:~ft: on the list of CIPS repair
the power was out, because the projects.
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UIII'OOfinlf ...,._ aDd tumblill8
trailer homes in ita patb. At
least 46 mobile homes at Car·
bondale Mobile Homes were
destroyed or damaged and a
number of people were injured
there.
''There ain't nothin' left,"
said Evelyn Sanders, whose
trailer was overturned at
Carbondale Mobile Homes.
"I'm just sitting and waiting. 1
don't know what to do," said
Mrs. Sanden at the emergency
room of Doctors MemoriaL
Hospital. She accompanied her
daughter and granddaughter,
who were injured by flying
glass, to the hospital.
.
At least 10 persons were Injured in Murphysboro, according to reports from St.
Joseph's Hospital.
Southern Dlinois Airport,
where 13 planes were damaged
in storms last weekeud, was
again hard hit-15 planes
destroyed or damaged and
three buildings damaged. The
damage estimate topped
$500,000.

Windows were blown out in a
num~r of SIU-C buildings but
the campus miraculously
escaped major damage.
A large section of the roof and
a 12-by-2 foot section of brick
wall were ripped off the south
rconlinuN on Page 3)
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Radio operators kept busy
5: 17-Eiectrical activity west Drive between Wright Hall and
Southern Hills. Tree down on
of Gorham<villel.
beach
road ... old
5:20-No phone at Southern; the
Chautauqua housing.
r.ot using radio to save gas.
5:39-ROTC
Emergency Operations Center
5:23-Ambulance? Accident
lbe smnn moved into and with injuries at SIU tennis Building ... check?
5:39-tl09 South University;
acrGIS Carbondale.
courts.
4:6--A small girl bas been
5:25-Ail Carbondale fire- big tree down on wire; not
hit by falliDg trees. Between fighters report to fire station touching ground yet.
5:40-Window out on southEmerald and Canterbury. She immediatly.
was nmning across the street.
5:28-Check YMCA .. .Iater west side of 12th floor Mae
Smith.
4:47-Another storm report said all O.K.
5:40-Lot of trailers over at
deftlopiDg near Gorham.
5:28-Power line down at
Tan-Tara.
4:s.-Antenna rlown. J.C. Almond and Sycamore.
5:41-Downtown, "Lot of
Penney's roof off...water
5:30-Live wires down at 210
people."
damage.
E. Willow.
5: 42-South Poplar road
4:~ Era Road. Tan5:31-Trailer court across
blocked.
from Carson's.
~ trailer over... possible gas
5:42-Damaged auto in Allen
5: 32-Evergreen Terrace
assigned vehicle lot.. .a Ten5:._Trees and wires down power out, all else O.K.
at GnDd and Wall.
5:34-There's an accident at nessee car, also two <Tennessee
and Illinois l motorcvcles.
5:D--Eiectrical activity on Main and Oakland.
5:43-Willow Street wire
west side.
5:34--Winkler School; \\i•ldown.
5:05-Carbondale Mobile dows out on west side.
5:44-J.C. Penney has water
5:~TC:
subjects
trapped
:u-:::-mu::t::~as leaking
in elevator; later report said in building ... pump.
5:45-"Gold sky."
5:07-Two lanes blocked by, lady out.
5:48--600 Freeman tree down
5:36-East Walnut and Giant
Davies.
5:1.....,-.;arbondale
Police City Road power pole top but no fire, major power lines
down.
Department themselves all "dangerously low."
5:~Windows out on upper
O.K.
5:37-Southern Hills: O.K.
5:1.!--r.o poles at Vogler except branches scattered floors of Mae Smith and
Ford ..._bout ready to go."
around. North of Carbondale? Schneider.
5:15-Sometbing at West of town, clear skies.
5:52-107 Small
Group
<Continuf'd on Page Ill
5:38-"Big limb" on Logan
~Here's a recanstruction of the

log fill radio messages between

~....:-.!".Irethe~~:~~
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Storm-pounds Mnrphysboro; _,
flirl drowns in Kincaid Lake
By 'tic:hael Monson

stan Writer

Violent
thunderstorms
pounded Murphysboro again
Wednesdav,
causing
the
drowning death of a young girl
at Kinkaid Lake and considerable damage to property.
According
to
several
evewitn•!SSes, the girl drowned
when the boat she was riding in
with her family capsized du~nt'
the storm. The girl. whose name
is being withheld until her
relatives can be notified. was
reported to be wearing a life
preserver but was overcome by
waves generated by the storm's
high winds. Four members of
tl•e girl's family reportedly
::urvived.
Dick Gould. owner of Kinkaid
Village Marina, said the girl
was about 10 years old.
"They !the family) weren't
very far from the marina when
their boat overturned," he said.
Several ower people on the
lake suffered minor injuries,
Dave Nicholas, a deputy sheriff
for Jackson County, said. The
Jackson County Sheriff's
Department used a helicopter to
search the lake for bodies and

Red Cross to aid victims of storm
By 1'.-y Gen..
S&all Writer

1be Carbolldale chapter of
the American Red Cross will
inteniew people hardest hit by
Wem-iay's storm to determUle wbat type of aid the Red
Cr...-s can prvride for them. The
inteniews begin at noon today
at the First Presbyterian
Cburdl, 310 S. MiD St.
By 9:• Wf'dne5day night, the

Red en. had found temporary

housing for residents of the 30 to
40 trailers at carbondale Mobile
Homes that were reported
destroyed or badly damaged by
the high winds.
Frank Gumm, volunteer
executive for the Red Cross,
said his oraanization would also
open, probably Thursday,· a
temporary office in Murphysboro to provide aid for that
community and the rest of the
county. Gumm said details had

not been finalized yet, but the
office would most likely be
located in the Senior Citizens
Center, 17 N. 14th St., or the
Chamber of Commerce, 21 N.

nth st.

The residents of Carbondale
Mobile Homes were able to find
temporary housing.
The Red Cross will not be able
to replace anythi~ lost in the
storm, Gumm saJd, but will
provide any emergency relief.

stranded persons in the storm·s
aftermath, but found nothing
Gould's Kinkaid Villagr
Marina was severely battered
by the storm's high winds.
which were reported to have
·reached more than 100 mph. He
estimated that over 100 boats
were damaged by the storm and
said that the marina. which
houses the boats, is almost a
total loss.
The city of Murphysboro
fared little better during the
storm. High winds battered the
city, knocking out recently
replaced power and phone lines.
According to Raymond Graff,
coordinator of Jackson Countv
emergency services, Murphysboro suffered
more
property damage Wednesday
than it did last Sunday. Murphysboro Mayor Michael
Bowers had estimated that
Sunday's storm caused over $2
million worth of damage.
A total curfew was in effect
Wednesday evening !n Murphyboro. The western section of
town appeared to be hit the
worst. Mr. B's, a bar on the
outskirts of Murphysboro on Rt.
1-19, had a third of its roof torn
off by the high winds.
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PITCHER DA y••

at Quatro's-opening 'til12p.m.
with the purchase of any
medium or large size plua
you get a pitcher of Colle or lteer
for

994

no limit on pitchers

A Polynesian Restaurant

Luncheon BuHet:
4 DIHerent Specialties Dally
ONLY$2.95
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
OFTHEJIN'S

Murdale Sh~pping Center 529-2813
Page
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Sto:rm:beats·path through area again
!Continued from Page J)
side of the J.C. Penney store at
the University Mall. The store
was apparently Oooded with
rain and a pump was brought in
to remove the water. The
windows of at least 10 cars
parked in the rear lot were
damaged by the falling debris.
A security guard at the maU
said the J.C. Penney store was
the only store to sustain much
damage. He said most people
remained calm when the power
went out.
University Four Theater
manager Dennis Mason said
about 100 people were in the
theater when the storm hit and
they were easily escorted to the
center of the mall.
Telephone poles along the
west side of Giant City Road
near Carbondale Community
High School-East were snapped
off at the baseRoofing was tom off the roofs
of three buildings in the
Georgetown Apartment complex at Grand Avenue and
Lewis Lane. The roof of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints on Lewis Lane was
damaged.
The entire city uf Carbondale
lost electric power for 4'-'.! hours
when the first of two storms hit
the area and parts of the city
still were without power late
Wednesoay. A severe thunderstorm watch was issued for
Carbondale effective at 3 p.m.
and the Emergency Services
Office was opened and staffed
at 2:50 because of advance

warning issU"!d by Southern
Dlioois Airport. A tornado was
reported in the Chester area
between 4 p.m. and 4:15. A
report of winds in excess of 75
mph at Gorham prompted the
sounding of Carbondale's
warning siren at about 4:30.
Roofs were~ blown off
Air Ulinois offaces, Westridge
apartments and apartment
buildings in the area of Wall and
College streets.
There were unconfirmed
reports of a funnel cloud
touchiDg down at Carbondale
Mobile Homes Park, at the
north edge of town.
Four trailers were overturned
at the Tan-Tara Mobile Home
Park. One additional trailer
was severely damaged when
the neighboring trailer overturned into its side.
There was one reported injury.
The main office of Royal
Rentals, located at Tan-Tara
and owned by Gale Williams,
was also severely damaged
during the storm. It houses
Archie Williams Fertilizer and
Gale Williams Insurance.
There was no estimate of the
damage to the park and the
office building.
The wife and one-month old
baby of the owner of one of the
overturned trailers barely
missed severe injury.
Robin Nance, 20, said she had
left with her mother-in-law
,Sandy Nance, just 15 minutes
before the storm hit and her
trailer overturned.

Her
husband,
Robert,
returned home from work to
find the trailer demolished.
Nance ,22, is a mechanic at
the Davis Auto Center of Ura

Road diverting in-coming
traffic.
An llinois Central Gulf train
stopped enroute through Carbondale by hanging branches
Kanda.
and by other debris blocking the
The two, with the help of their tracks through the city.
in-laws, picked salvagable
Police were called to at least
furniture, baby toys, record two Carbondale liquor stores to
albums and dishes from under control crowds durin~ the
fallen beams, aluminum siding followin~ storm. Pick's Liquors
and overturned sofas and chairs in Lewis Park Mall, which
loaded them into their operated with its own
trucks. Nance said he had no generator, wa!t swamped with
insurance on his trailer. He customers. Police also had to
estimated the loss of his trailer restore order at TJ's Liquors,
and the damage to his 1224 W. Main St.
belongings to be at least $8,000.
Southern Illinois airport
"I was planning to move the sustained an estimated $500,000
trailer to Cobden this summer. 1 in damage to buildings and
guess I won't be moving aircraft from winds clocked in
anything, now," he said.
excess of 82 mph. At least 15
There were overturned planes, the roof of a new tertrailers at the Green Acres minal addition, a terminal
Mobile Home Park across the supporting wall and a hanger
road from Tan-Tara.
were
heavily
damaged.
There was one reported in- Assistant Airport Manager
jury. Neighbors said that Vieng- Gary Shafer said his crew
xay Laysoulivong was taken to clocked the storm at 82 mph
Doctor's Memorial Hospital for before leaving the control tower
cuts on her leg. The trailer she for safety.
shares with another woman was
"Once J saw the winds reach
overturned.
that speed, 1 told the men to look
At least one other trailer was for cover. The wind ripped out
overturned in the park during the runway ram plights and they
are built to withstand wind up to
100 miles or better. 1 would
he did not estimate the damage safely say the wind reached 110as severe.
115 mph."
Police
were
stationed
At least six private planes
throughout the city to protect were damaged by flying debris
stores left without power or from being overturned. One
following the storm. They were small private plane flew 20-feet
also stationed at the in- in the air landing on a twin
tersection of Rt. 13 and New Era engine private plane.

~ .:~di"otit ~rs~ :!r=:~J

A DC-3 belonging to Southeast
Missouri State was picked up by

the wind and thrown into the
wall of a nearby ban gar.
damaging the tail and breaking
the wing.
Woodruff Aviation, which lost
four planes in the earlier storm,
sustained damage to six more
aircraft, leaving the company
with only four planes.
According to Shafer. the
airport's power went out at 4:45
p.m. and went on auxilliary
power immediately.
"Our generators were
damaged in the first storm, so
etley'll only last about four
hours or so." be said. Tbe
airport was closed at dusk.

He said an effort would be
made to resume operatioos
Thursday morning. Air Illinois
facilities escaped major
damage during the storm and
the airline should resume
normal operation Thursday,
according to Shafer.
Shafer said he would cons<.:rvatively estimate the
damage at more than $500,000,
twice the amount of damage the
first storm inflicted. "We were
just lucky no one was injured,
because we had the airport
working at full capacity,"
Shafer ~id. "It's going to take
some time to clean up aU these
airplanes and damage."
City officials were trying to
round up diesel fuel and
gasoline to keep generators
running for emergency services.
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to participate in a

CHEESE EATING CONTEST
during the Food Fair at the University Mall.

All the cheese you can eat
in one minute!
All spectators win a free
taste of cheese!
The contest will be held on Saturday,
July 12 at 2:00p.m.
rffkiriffliJ receives a $25 gift certificate

~

for any purchase at The Swiss Colony.

Send your entry blank In as soon as possible.
~
---------------------~--,
IName
1
!Address
I
I
I

l!!!!.~.!'e

.

I
I

No.:______________J

Spo~sore~
v

UheSwiSsColong
· Unlverslt · Mall
l.latly Egyptian. July 3, 1980, Page 3
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Registration for draft an unnecessary step ,,,
~ Ullleell oc:cum!IICes, 20-year-old men will
begin~ fur a military draft on July 21, with
19-ye&NIIds 8CIIecUed to start registerii!J a week
later. Tbis will be tile first time for peacetime draft

registratial siDce 1975.

_Unf......_tely, it is pa&Sible that an actual draft
will follow. 'l'be JIIII1IOie of registration is to reduce
the ~ al time required to begin drafting and
,.mg mea fCII' military duty.
A drmt, aad chft registration, should be opposed
fCII' a Dlllllber al ~-

traini•

The .ast majority al America!& are of European
descent, ad many of tbeir ancestors left Europe in
the tltb aad l9lb ceaturies to escape war and
mandatory military service.
If draft registration-and remember. with
registmtioo ao aetual draft can be resumed within
weeks-yaung Americana will be deprived of the
freedom of cboice their ancestors sought decades
ago.
A draft bistarieally bas beeo used only during time
of war.- wbea tbere is an imminent danger of war,

and this should remain the case.
Sure, it's true that the Soviet Union has shown
aggression by invading Afghanistan, an American
ally. This move caused tensions between the Soviets

:~~c:::..~is~=

::r:: ~J

recently has been more passive in Afghanistan, and
never at any point have the Soviets, through words
or actions, seriously threatened the United States.

So there is no war. or even an imminent danger of

one. But defenders of the draft ud registration point
out that the military is understren~. with a high
turnover rate. A draft, they insist, will go a long way
toward solving these problems.

There's no denying that the problems exist, but a
draft is not the oaly solution. A better way to rest.-e
the strength of the military forces would be to make
the military an attractive career alternative.
Benefits to military personnel should be increased
greatly. For instance, an electronics technician in
the Navy currently earns about $12,000 after eight
years of service-about 75 percent of what lUs

civilian counterpart earns. E~ualizing pay and
fringe benefits would make a military career viable
to many young American men.
Inc:reasing benefits would cost the government
billions of dollars, but strengthening the military
without a draft would be worth it.
Congress recently approved the 1981 federal
budget, and included in this is a record peacetime
budget increase. Our major European allies also
have increased their defense budgets. This should
show the Soviets that we are committed to having
strong military forces, quashing the arguments of
those who say draft registration would prove that W€
"mean business."
At
rate, the draft and registration should be
opposed by all 19- and 20-year-oJds, especially those
in college. For those of you so inclined, the Coalition
Against Registration and the Draft will hold a rally
Friday outside the Federal Building in Carbondale.
An even better way to show opposition would be to
vote against lawmakers who supported draft
registration when the November elections are
hefd.-Scott Stahmer, Editorial Page Edil«

uy

... but American military forces dangerously weak
WheD West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt
visited the United States in March. he made the
rather oblique observation that "there's a difference
between a couutry that has a military service
obligation. ..and a country which has abolished the
draft."
Schmidt'sdiplomatic comment was a friend's way
of say~ that the time has come to end our experiment with the volunteer army. It is a luxury that
the United States and the free world can no longer
afford. We need the draft.
We need it because of two cold realities which have
been plainly evident for years. l)The volunteer
army is not working. 2lThe Soviet Union is moving
boldly to gam control of the Persian Gulfs oil supplies--<lil upon which Western Europe and Japan,
and to a lesser degree, the United States, are heavily
dependent.
One reason the volunteer army is almost
IDliversally judged to be incompetent is disciplineor more precisely, a ladt of disciplille.
The need to meet growing recruitment shortfalls
each year bas led to the institution of programs like
the Trainee Discharge Program and the Expeditious
Discharge Program, both of which were instituted in
1976. Under these programs a soldier can leave the
army for any reason at any time up to three years
after enlistment, and get an honorable discharge to
boot.
While these programs have helped the armed
services come close to meeting their recruitment
quotas eacb year, the costs on discipline are seUevident. How can a drill instructor push his unit that
extra mile in 100-degree heat that it may take to get
them iD top shape when his men can pack up and
leave any Ume they feel like it~ Over one-third of the
army's recruits leave before their three-year term is
up. Military service has become a job.
Another problem with _Ml~ volunteer army is
education---or more precisely, a lack of education.
The figures are startling. In 1980. oaly 58 percent of

the enlistees without prior military service had high
school diplomas. A whole 3.2 percent of the servicemen m the army have college diplomas. More
than 60 percent of the enlistees fall into the bottom
two categories of intelligence testing, categories III
and IV.
What are the consequences of having of having an
army with an extremely low intelligence rate
operating the most sophisticated military equipment
in the world~ Again, the answer is self~vident. Sen.
Sam Nunn summed it apUy in a recent interview in
Time magazine. "Talk to West Germans off the
record and ask what they think of the United States'
ability to fight a war. It's very, very low."
The decline of America's military under the
volunteer army becomes significant when one
examines the magnitude of the Soviet military
buildup over the past two decades and their increasing willingness to use military force
throughout the third world. Like it or not, this is still
an essentially bipolar world and the United States is
the only credible deterrent to Soviet worldwide
domination.
A few quick comparisons are in order. The Soviet
Union has a 4.3 million-man army with 1.5 million
combat troops divided into 1M divisions. The Soviets
have compulsory military service, an extensive civil
defense system, and can mobilize 20 million people
within days. Military spending consumes between 13
to 15 percent of the Soviet Union's gross national
product and their military spending this year will be
50 percent higher than the American total.
America has a 2.1 million-man army with 220,000
combat troops divided into 17 divisions, no compulsory military service. and until recently, not even
registration for the draft. Military speDding consumes 5.2 percent of the U.S. GNP and the civil
defense program has been dormant since the early
1960s.
A bit frightening? Consider how the Soviet Union's
leaders have utilized their military might over the

past five years. In l!ns, it financed the introduction
of Cuban proxy troops into Angola, In l!m, a
massive Soviet airlift of $1 billion in military
equipment into Ethiopia won them a client state at
the entrance to the Red Sea. In 1978, a Sovietassisted Marxist coup won them a client state named
Afghanistan. In 1979. Marxist-satellite South Yemen
attacked the pro-Western state of North Yemen.
although Arab League mediation eventually ended
the conflict. Last December, as we aU know, came
tilt! invasion of Afghanistan.
The purpose of these moves is transparent. The
CIA has projected that the Soviet Union will become
a net importer of oil within -at least two years. The
Soviets are currently net exporters of oil, from
which they obtain almost aU their hard currency to
pay for imports.
Western Europe.Japan, and the United States. on
the other hand, are net importers of oil. Most of this
imported oil comes from the Persian Gulf and North
Africa.
Get the connectioo~ How can the Soviet Union
obtain enough oil ro m~t its needs, and, at the same
time, control Western Europe and Japan without
fll'ing a shot?
Through the judicious use of proxy troops, internal
subversion !the PLO is useful herel, and Soviet
forces when necessary, the Soviet Union is moving to
replace the remaining pro-Western Arab regimes
throuldtout Southwest Asia. Iran is next on ll1e hit
list. Ifsuccessful, and it is well on its way, the Soviet
Union will gain de facto control of most of the
Western world! Nuclear weapons will be of no help.
The answer~ Build up the United States' conventional capabilities so that they are once again a
credible deterrent to Soviet expansionism. Reinstituting the draft would be a major component of
such a buildup. To not do so is to rely on Soviet good
intentions. We need the drafl-Mike Moaac., Stall
WriteS'

GLetters
Buildingprogram takes time
As Ms. Cuevas so clearly
makes tbe point for Men's
Athletics . . . It does take tim~
and mouey to build a good
program. To ask women's
athletics to produce income-

DOONESIUW

generating sports immediately
is not reasonable, but neither is
it. {eaSODBble that they expend
in ratio to men's ~thletics
immediately.-Gale Sayers,
Direel«, Mea's laten:ollegiate
Athletics

Campus police actions confusing
Once again I find myseii
totally confused by the actioos
of the campus police. I am one

of the several ostudents who
yesterday had his bicycle
ticketed outside the northeast
entrance
of
the
Com-

munications Building. I admit
that my bike was chained to a
pole and not to the rack.
However, during this time of
gas shortage and economic
blight, I would think that
bicycle use migbt be promoted
and citations for petty offenses

decreased.
Another point that puu.Ied me
was why an officer was clear on
the other side of campus giving
away citations, when the
Security Office, Pc~rking
Division, Washington Square,
Building D, was surrounded by
unattended two-wheelero; just
waiting for his services.
Now. you may be thinking
that aU these bicycle owners
were waiting in line to buy a
license or talk to the hearing ,
officer. Not so. I checked. 1 even .
waited for nearly a half hour to

Pa~t>
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see if any tickets were issued.
There weren't.
It may be argued that my
bicycle impeded the flow of
pedestrian traffic and caused a
safety hazard. I personally have
heard of no injuries sustained
from an illegally parked bike.
As for haf .1penng pedestrian
flow, peoplEi wouldnave to walk
almost s1x abreast before my
bike would become a nuisance.
I feel that many man-hours
are being wasted by the campus
police. I do realize that because
of the summer months and

~~!':,r~~.fr!in:3:"ha:!

lert the area. allowing the police
plenty of spare time. I would
hate to think that we bicycle
riders will be used to pick up the
slack.-Ricbard Gue, Junior,
Radio-Television

..

Elderly Decalur'ma~ ~killed;
apparently fell offfrei{lht train
ALTON CITY CAPl-An off. or was trying to board the
elderly Decatur man fell train when the accident hapbeneath a freight train and was pened.
killed Wednesday morning,
His body was found along the
authorities said.
Dlinois Central Gulf tracks by a
railroad track foreman after
the train passed through Dalton
City.

Staff plloto by Melanie BeU

Carbendale Mobile Homes seemed t.o be banlest
hit by Weclnesday•s 1tcJrm. Thbty to 4t tnilen
wen rained aad many people left llomeleM.

Residents evacuated their traTien. The Reel
er.. hall reportedly set up temporary housing
for people whose trailers were .a~troyecl.

Hospital swatnped with injured
By Ed Dougherty and
Jacqui Koszczuk
Staff Writers

The emergency room staff at
Carbondale Memorial Hospital
was swamped with a steady
stream of injuries just after
Wednesday's storms, and
reported the most severely
inJured was a priest who suffered lacerations after being
trapped under his overturned
houseboat on Crab Orchard
Lake.
The Rev. BiD Rensing. pastor
of Our Lady of Assumption
Church in Fairview He1ghts
near Belleville, was knocked
unconscious and trapped for at
least a half hour during the
storm. He was reported resting

comfortably late Wednesday.

u:~

::::e:.: ~nd~

p.m., and ooe hospital employee
said doctors and staff were even
busier tbi>n they were last
weekend after the area "s first
bout with crippling thun·
derstorms.
St. Joseph Memorial Hospital
in Murphysboro estimated 12
storm-related injuries and
treated six people for chest
pains, pos:iibly attributable !-0
the pamc during the stonn, sa1d
a spokes~.
A partial list of the injured
from Carbondale Memorial:
The nine-month-i!ld grandchild of Evelyn Sanders, Carbondale, underwent surgery
after being hit by shattered
glass in an overturned trailer.
Mrs. Sanders' teenage
daughter, Gladys, was also
treated for glass injuries.
Gary Yates, carbondale, with
neck and back injuries from a
faUen tree.
Viengxay

Carbondale, treated for glass
cuts.
Joe Krump, Waterloo, with
back injuries.
Craig Ardagh, carbondale.
treated for cuts.
Linda Sue Embry, Henderson, Ky., treated for cuts
and a sprained wrist.
Bob Brown, 24. Herrin. with
cuts and a possible concussion.
Brown was injured in a fall
from a motorcycle after he
struck a tree lying in the middle
of the road. A friend who
discovered Brown in the road
said Brown misjudged the size
of the tree while attempting to
bypass it.

·One man brought into the
emergency room had put hill

f"lst, wrapped in •

T- shirt,

through
his
landlord's
basement window so trailer
residents could find shelter. The
resident of Bel Air Trailer Court
said the lar.dlord was nowhere
to be f~md and people were
screaming fllr help.

Ardagh was also injured
while helping others in the
storm, cutting his hand on
window glass while attemp!ing
to pull his neighbors from 1heir
home that was crushed bv a
·
fallen tree.
Krump, 17, was water skiing
with two friends at Crab Or·
chard Lake when the storm hit.
A tree feU on his back as the
group attempted to save
camping gear and the boat.
The campgrounds were
"wiped out" with tents blown aU
over. he said.
A friend with Krump at the
hospital said, "We sat in the

~fo~!:!'u~~w=~

little kids in there witb us."

Yates was working on a house
in Carterville when the storm
bit. As be hurried to gather hill
tools and move inside, be was
hit on the neck aoo back by a
falling tree.

ALL YOU

CANCome in and register
far drawing of
10 speed bicycle.
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$1."

-DINE IN ONLY-

THURSPAY SPECIAL

MICHELOB DRAFT 404
PITCHERS S2.25
F.... Oly Dreft or Sotla WI A S.IMiwlc~ Purchclw

Open Dally for lunch at 11:31
Come and wotch TV on qur wide screen television

I

(under 12) I

cornerof · ·

Waii&Maln
Phone 457-3515
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For three hundred years,
a terrifying seaet has been kept
from the outside 'NOI1d.

~ek at a
Thonday
~·~&.ar Wars" Music-John
Wlll!ams, composer of the
mUSIC for "Star Wars" and
IDCII'e ~ 60 other fllms, can be
beard m a two-part interview at
8:20a.m. 011 J~y 3 and 4, during
~::c!n Rad1o's "Morning

...

Friday
Play~er

Playhouse '80 presents "A
Funny 'lbing Happened 011 the
Way to_ the Forum" at 8 p.m. in
the Umvenrity Theater. Tickets
are S4 for students and senior
citizeus and $5 for_ the public.
The play will run UtroUgh July
6.
German Art-The works of
German artist Joseph Beuys

can be seeo through Friday
July 11, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Quigley Hall in Mitchell
Gallery. Or~nal_ lithographs,
and
photos,
wooocuts
silkscreens are on loan to SIU-C
from the Goethe Institute's
German Cultural Center in
Chkago.
Hik-A geology hike on the
Giant City Nature frail will

No ma.il service Friday

Glance
begin at 10 a.m. at the trail
Live Snakes-A Uve snake
entrance sign.
program~ begin at 7:30p.m.
at
the GLint City Interpretive
Candle Dipping-A visitor
participation candle-dipping Center Amphitheater.
workshop will be held at 2 p.m.
a~ the log cabin near the Giant Sunday
C1ty Interpretive Center.
P~PBS sponsors "A City
HIII-A geology hike on the
Celebrates" at 9 p.m. on Devil's
Standtable Nature Trail
Channel 8. The Fourth of July will
begin at 2 p.m. at the trail
special is filmed in Baltimore entrance.
The bike is sponsored
Md., and is performed by thli
Baltimore Symphony Or- by tbe Giant City Interpretive
Procram.
chestra.

Tueeday

Saturday
River Festival-The Charlie
Daniels Band will bring their
country Southern rock music to
the Mississippi River Festival
at 6:30 p.m. on the SlU-E
campus. Country sif16er John
Prine will be the special guest.
Hill-A stream ecology hike
on the Indian Creek Sheltn
Nature Trail will iJegin at 10
a._m. ~t the trail entrance sign.
H1ke 1s sponsored by the Giant
City Interpretive ProtUam.
Pi~eer Cooking-A pioneer
coo~mg demonstration will
begin at 2 p.m. at the log cabin
~:!~:.e Giant City Interpretive

lllftl:

Fesdftl-Singer and
songwriter Kenny Loggins will
perform ~!it the Mississippi
River Festival at 7:30 p.m. on
the SlU-E campus with special
guests Firefall.

!he Carbondale post office available with the exception of
w1ll operate on a holiday lockbox service.
schedule during its In.
dependence Day Observance on
Pick-~p from collection boxes
also will be on a holiday
Friday, July 4.
Postmaster
Hubert
L. d-~ e,boxas posted on inGoforth said there ~m be no
IVJ
~
es, or determined
regular resilJential or business by calling the post office.
mail dfoliveries, and usual post
Normal mail
·
office lobby services wiU not be resume Saturday,~~ will

1

"Listen for my
latest party
saving tips
on WTAO"

Thonday
Saaset c-certs-Sunset
Concert Series presents Big
Twist and the MeUow Fellows at
8 p.m. at Attucks Park. The
concert is sponsored by the SlUe Student Programming
Council and the Carbondale
Park District.
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California Jug Wines
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VlnRose
Burgundy
Chablis

~hlne

$249
.

1.5 Litre

Extra Value Import
Light. smooth reel
wine frOm France:

Domainede

Soulades '78

$1 99

lbIf ~~~
750 m.!:_
Pllpl,o.ily~·-,·-······-···

~

750ml.

GIACOBAZZI
Lombrusco

750ml.

'239

FAST DRIVE UP WINDOW

'
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Tbes~
damaged plans at
Saatll~ra Illiaois Airport, whicll
are owned by Weodnff Aviatioa,
represent jalt 10m~ of til~ llavoc
created by last aight'1 storm.

Hurricane-force winds cripple area

A falleta tne, l~ft. blocks aile ,... el 01 .-e
Cealral Glllf Raitr.d lraia J-1& wei& e1 Grud
Aveaue. ODiy rubbl~ remaias of~ -....s,
Ilea-, a& Car!Hiadal~ Mobile u-e .-.._

Sup~~~~ ·c~·nrt· ~We'es to review
Chicago high school racial quotas
WASHINGTON IAPl - The
Supreme Court on Wednesday
agreed to review racial quotas
being used to preserve integration in two Chicago high
schools.
The justices said they will
hear arguments bv black
parents that the quotas should
be outlawed because they
"place the entire burden of
integration on blacks and none
on whites."
As part of its voluntary
desegregation plan called
Access to Excellence, the
Chicago Board of Education in
1975 and 19'76 imposed racial
quotas for Gage Park and
Morgan Park high schools in the
city's Far South Side.
The quotas were an attempt
to maintain each school's racial
balance in the face of rap1dly
changing racial composition from white to black - within
the neighborhoods served by the
schools.
The quotas, which in effect

cl:~~~~~~ ~~:c!l;a'ft~n~

each school. were intended to

prevent "white flight."
The Gage Park quota,
adopted by the school board in
early 1975, established a 48
percent black. 42 percent white,
8 percent Hispanic and 2 percent "principal's option" attendance level.
The Morgan Park quota,
adopted in 1976, established a 50
percent black and 50 percent
white composition for each
entering class.
As of last school year, Gage
Park High was 45.4 percent
black and 41.9 percent white;
Morgan Park High was 59
percent black and 41 percent
white.
Black parents sued the school
board in federal court in 19'76,
charging that the c;uotas were
unconstitutional and illegal.
U.S. District Judge Hubert

"We concluae that the board
was entiUed to consider the
probability of whitt' flight in
formulating a remedial plan to
prevent de facto segregation in
the public schools," the c?urt
said.
In seeking Supreme Court
review, lawyers ior the parents
of excluded black students
attacked the quota systems on
several fronts.
They said the "option" of
attending other integrated
schools in Chicago usually
meant one-way bus rides of 90
minutes, and that less drastic
~fJ!~.
were not fully conthe plans to give black students
excluded from the two schools
They argued also that the
in their neighborhoods an opportunity to attend some in- quota systems excluded only
t('gt"ated high school within the blacks - never whites - from
their neighborhood schools.
city.

:r~r ~~h:r
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Woman pleads innocent
to ~RA bribery charges
SPRI!'IGFIEI.D tAPI - A
Chicago
busines!'~omar.
pleaded innocent Wednesday to
bribery charges stemming from
an alleged attempt to buy an
Illinois legislator·s vote for the
ratification of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
Wanda E. Brandstetter. 35, a
pro·ERA volunteer.
was
charged with brih<>ry and
soliciting a lawmaker to
commit official misconduct in
the wake of a heated. bitter
ERA battle i:~ the Illinois
General Assembly's spring
session.
Rep. Nord L. Swanstrom, RPecatonica. said the $1,000 offer
was hand-written on the back of
a business card and handed to
him May 14 as pro-ERA forces
lobbied in preparation for a
planned vote in the Illinois
House.
Numerous other allegations

The 7th U.S Circuit Court of
Appeals also upheld the quotas
in a ruling last Aug. 13.
"We perceive no invidious
discrimination in the board's
modified stabilization quota
plans." tht· appeals court said.

of
wrongdoing
swirled
throughout the State capitol at
the time.
That planned vote was
postponed until June 19, when
ERA ratification fell five votes
shy of the 107 votes needed for
approval in the House. Swanstrom voted "No."
State Law Enforcement
Director Dan K. Webb and
Sangamon County States Attorney ·William Roberts said
they felt the Swanstrom
allegation was the only one
warranting prosecution.

fa~:: i~R~ rllh:;:~ed~:r~
Assembly since 19'72. As the
only unratified major industrial
state in the North, Illinois has
become a crucial ERA battleground.
The trial was scheduled Aug.
18.

·N~~m~~mrpr~k~ll to prompt
economic development of city
By Diana Peaaer
Staff Writer
Franklyn Mort!l10 has been

selected as Carbondale's new
director
of
economic
development, City Manager
Carroll Fry announced Wednesday.
Moreno, director of the
Greater Egypt
Regional
Planning and Development
Commissioa for 12 years,
replaces Jack Hanley, who
~gnecl recently.
Moreno, 32, said his fll'!lt
priority will be to assess
~ already iD progress
m the city and look for opportunities
for
further
development. He said he will
not bave specific plans until he
bas evaluated the current
situation.
Moreno was director of the
Task Force on the Future of
Illinois, which published its
fiDal report last spring. He said

his work with the task force
gave him a picture of the
statewide economic development into which Carbondale's
development must fit.
He said Carbobdale's position
as a hub of transportation and
business iD Southern Illinois
makes it an impol'tant community.
"For a town of population
2'7,000, Carbondale hU transportation linkages that many
communities of 100,000 to
200,000 do not have," Moreno
said. He said he will work to
build upon the city's current
status and continue plans such
as the Railroad Relocation
Project underway 011 South
Illinois Avenue.
'lbe city's efforts to revitalize
the downtown area are
necessary, Moreno said, and be
will support projects such as the
planned convention center.
Fry said Moreno was chosen

Couple found murdered
following drug hearing
MONEE. Ill. cAP> -A Crete,
Ill.. man and and his wife apparently were shot to death m
their car Wednesday while
driving home from a hearing on
drug charges in Joliet. according to Will County
authorities.
Will County Coroner Robert J.
Tezak identified the couple as
William E. Dauber. 45. and his

wife, Charlotte, about 35.
He said the couple was iast
seen alive at 11:30 11.m. when
they left Circuit Court in Joliet
after a hearing on drug charges.
It is believed they were shot
while
driving
on
the
Manahattan-Monee Road about
IS minutes later by someone
who pulled up in a car next to
theirs on the road and opened
fire. Tezak said.
The couple was found if! their
car which had smashed mto a
tree in the front yard of some
farm property, Tezak said. He

said evidence taken at the scene
leaf\ authorities to believe
someone shot at the couple,
forcing them off the road and
into the yard. After the
collision, the assailant or
assailants drove into the yard
and opened ru-e again.
Dauber was believed headed

Canoe the
Current River

from 40 applicants for the
position. He said Moreno's
experience with Greater Egypt
gives him a
necessary
back~round of Carbondale's
position
in
economic
development in the area.
"Moreno is coming from a
knowledge of Carbondale's
position," Fry said. "H~ has
developed many contacts he
will be able to draw upon."
Fry said most of the applicants were from Illinois,
although a few were from
Missouri, Michigan and New
York.
Moreno. who lives in Carbondale, has been a resident of
Southern Illinois since 1957. He
was director of Greater Egypt
from 1966 to l!r78, and has an
academic background in design
and community development,
with emphasis on urban
planning
and
economic
development.

He wanted
be Moses... ·

WHOLLY
MOSES!

18, 19, &20, 1980
Cost: $21.00
Do something you have always wanted to do. Canoe the
popular Current River, located in southern Missouri. Fun
for beginners as well as the experienced Price indades
food. canoes, life jackets and paddles; everytiWng but bansportation. Limited space available. Sign up today:
Sign-up for all hips:
Organizational Meeting
University Programming Office Wed .. July 16, 6-9pm.
•
3rd. Floor. Student Center
in IUinois Room, Studenl
536-3393or 453-2721
Car Pools will be ananged

LAST DAY
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charges of posaessioa ·Of
cocaine.
Authorities said Dauber was
also facing charges of obstructing justice for allegedly
concealing the serial number on
a reporteCIIy stolen car.
Tezak said an autopsy is
scheduled for Thursday morning to determine the type of
weapon used in the slayings. He
said the victims appear t~ have
sustained several wounds each.
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·c-orirl.slipporis'affirniaiive·aclion·
as orle remedy for
WASHINGTON
CAPI-The
Sup.t>eme Court expanded its
suppt.rt of affirmative action
Wedneso.:!<>y by upholding
Congress· nght to guarantee
minority businesses 10 percent
of federal public works grants.
Although there was a mixed
series of opinions, six justices
agreed on the fundamental
point: that Congress acted
within its constitutional rights
in 1977 when it set aside 10
percent of a $4 billion public
works program for minorityowned businesses.
Opponents had alltUt!d that
the quotas constituted" "reverse
discrimination."
The nation's high court also
extended the constitutional
guarantees of a free paess to
news-gathering, saymg the
public and the news media have
a right to attend criminal trials
except under extreme circumstances.
A 7-1 majority said the
Constitution's free speech
guarantee requires public
trials. telling trial judges they
can conduct trials in secret only
as a last resort to ensure fairness to a defendant
Justice John Pl!ul Stevens
cal'"<! the decision a watershed
in free press law. adding:
·•until today. the court has
accordt"d virtually absolute
protection to the dissemination
of information or ideas.··
In the affirmative action
case. the court upheld
congressional authority to use
racial quotas in awarding
public works grants as a means
of remedying past inequities.
Wednesday's ruling follows
the court's 1978 Bakke decision,
which allowed the University of
California Medical School to use
race as a factor in its affirmative action program. In a
related decision last year. the
court ruled that private employers
may
voluntarily
establish affirmative action
programs to remedy shortages
of minority and women
workers.
The majority opinion in this
latest decision, delivered by
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
and joined by Justices Byron R.
White and Lewis F. Powell,
sa1d:
"Any preference based on
racial or ethnic criteria must
necessarily receive a most
searching examination to make
sure that it does not conflict
with constitutional guarantees.

MALIBU VILLAGE
Two Locations:

1000 E. Park & Rt. 51 South

racial injrlstice

NOW TAKING SUMMER
AND FAll CONTRACTS

This case is one which reqUires, women and minorities working
and which has received, that in California prisons.
kind of examination."
-~ to judge the conIn other actions on the final stitutionality of Wisconsin's
day of its 1979-80 term, the open primary law. which allows
court:
presidential primary voters to
-Agreed to review racial cross party lines.
quotas being used to preserve
-Dismissed the appeal of
integration in two Chicago high Texas death row inmate
schools.
William Hammett who no
-said it will study an af- longer wants to challenge his
firmative action plan aimed at murder conviction or his death
increasing the number of sentence.

9 month & 1 year leases
ill No utility depostf of South locatton

•Near campus
•Air condiltoned
•Ciean and qutef surround1ngs
•Natural gas ot South locottOI"'
Sorry No Pets

SuitsaysDan Walker
took illegal donations
CHICAGO lAPt - f'ormer
Gov. Dan Walker and two of his
campaign aides accepted
$48,300 in illegal contributions to
pay off debts from Walker's
1972 campaign, says Attorney
General William J. Scott.
In a civil suit filed Tuesday,
Scott alleges the three violated
state election laws by accepting
anonymous donations rather
than forwarding them to the
state. The election law prohibits
anonvr..ous campaign contributions.
The suit asks that the three be
ordered '" return these and anv
other anonymous donations to
the state. to be placed in a courtsupervised trust fund.
Named in the suit are

Walker; Victor de Grazia. his
former campaign manager. and
James R. Sneider. his former
campaign treasurer.
No criminal charges will be
filed against the trio because
the two-vear statute of
limitations on election law
violations has expired, according to first assistant attorney general Herbert L.
Caplan.

For Further Info Call.

457-8383

The
omen's Safety Transi
Service will not operate

on

According to the suit, the
campaign
accepted
the
donations in De Grazia 's name.
A hearing by the State Board of
Elections later revealed that De
Grazia could not have made the
donations because thev were
greater than his net worth.

SLICI OF PIZZA
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Regular hours of
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on July 6
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............
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..........
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sound.

A~"""--

CASSEnE PLAYER

r·

.

--

(.

r.

.........m.-

T.U the sound of your t.Vortte c.Mtte ..,_with you
wltt'l dlis under-dUh compect CMMtte playw. Hn lockIng fut taww.rd.IIM many other t.lurH. Looke
the

I

-llftport-..

Sug. Pric:a $121.10

... -.~""U321
PHONO CARTRIDGE

CLARION UNDER-DASH

·· .. --~·-.

What • buy! Under $100 for
a great Clarion unit With
locking fast forward. sensiti- FM stereo. and mora.
One year waffanty. and installation avail•bla.

.,_.In

Upgrade your preunt cartridge with
tflis high compliance 0321. Very low
_ . . for mlnim.l record - r and

fon9er stylus life.

~-ig-c;;;

.
-~
~

~~~

'

921 E. Main Carbondale
Hour8: 10 AM::' PM Mon-Sat

SPECIAL STORE HOURS
FRIDAY, JULY 4th. 10 AM to 5 PM

Now Open F.w.y
10AM-IPM
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LegiSlatiVe...SeSSion ends in hill spree
SPRINGFIELD
<AP>IIIinois lawmakers have gone
home for the summer, but the
legislation they approved
before leaving could reduce
your sales and income taxes,
allow you to buy insurance to
paY for a lawyer, and raise the
mterest you pay on an auto
loan.
Hundreds of bills that coold
have a dramatic impact em yn11r
life were passed during tlo.e
spring legislative session,
which wound up early Wednesday.
If rou quit your job for perSODa
reasons, you'd find it
more difficult to collect

pensation program.
And if 1ou're a senior citizen
or handacapped, lawmakers
passed legislation making it
more likely you could qualify
for state "circuit breaker"
property tax rebates.
The Legislature also passed
bills cracking down on child
abusers and habitual criminals,
softening state air poDution
standards, and restricting
import into Illinois of spent
If you attend a state nuclear waste.
university, legislators approved
All the bills go to Gov. James
raising your tuition $48 a fear. R. Thompson, who has the
If you're injured during a power to sign them into law or
company softball game you veto them. or he can rewrite
could no longer collect benefits portions and send them back to
under the workers' com- the Legislature for further
unemP.Ioyment benefits, under
one bill.
If you have a savings account,
the first $5,000 you earn in interest would be exempted from
the state income tax, under
another.
If you're a farmer, you would
no longer pay a sales tax on
most farm machinery and there
would be a lid on increases in
~ =b~_assessments,

General Assembly approves budget
reflecting governor's views
SPRINGFIELD !APl......(;ov.
James R. Thompson and the
Illinois Legislature. frequently
at i..:ggerheads in the past over
the state budget, emerged more
like fiscal country cousins this
year.
Spending authorized by the
General Assemblv for the fiscal
year that began Tuesday
reflects closely the level sought
by the governor.
Thompson said he endorses
much of the higher spending of
general state tax revenues
authorized by the Legislature,
which adjourned its spring 1980
session early Wednesday.
"1 was pleased with this
session overall," Thompson
said of the Legislature"s final

::e~:: eye~:;-~th:o:Sr:.!/~
Thompson in March proposed

a $14.46 billion budget for the
fiscal year that began Tuesday.
The proposed legislative budget
sent him hovers at $14.7 billion
-ilnly 1'-., percent higher.
"I think we were verv conscientious in the sending we
sent the governor." said Sen.
Howard Carroll, D-Chicago, a
Senate Appropriations Committee chairman.
"A little fine-tuning this
summer and I think it"ll be
pretty good:· the governor said.
alluding to his power to reduce
proposed state spending
authority through vetoes.
But the budget"s key-the
part that most touches Illinois'

11.3 million citizens-is general
state tax revenues planned to be
spent.
Citizens supply the money for
that spending through taxes
evea y time they shop, with
every paycheck they earn and
whenever they pay rent, utility
or real estate bills.
In the category of general
state taxes. Thompson proposed
General Revenue Fund spending of $7.63 billion.
The
General Revenue Fund is the
basic aU-purpose state treasury
account and draws most of its
money from the state sales and
income taxes.
Lawmakers authorized
nearly $7.8 billion proposed
gneral rewmue spending-$160
million, or 2 percent, above

Thompson.

Thompson said he has agreed
to about $117 million of the increases.
Here's a guide to highlights of
the increases authorized in the
budget plan sent Thompson by
the Legislature:
-Over $32 million in increased
spending was for education,
most of which Thompson indicated today that he supported.
About $20 million would be in
general state aid to more than
1,000 local school districts. That
would provide guaranteed
expenditures of at least $1.463
on each student. $9 over
Thomp.;on's proposed budget.
Anott.er nearlv $6 million
would te in state ga.ants to local

school districts for transportation
and
special
educational l'rogram costs.
The remaming $6.5 million
would provide 1 percent higher
pay raises for university faculty
and staff-to 9 percent instead
of Thompson's suggested 8
percent-a level to which the
governor hasn't yet agreed.
-About $63 million in increased
welfare spo:r.ding. Thompson
said he'll approve $24.5 million
of that to finance 5 percent cost
of living iiK'reases. starting
Jan. l, in monthly benefits to
the poor.
Another $12 million-also
okayed by Thompson-would
care for 16,000 Cuban refugees
expected to settle in Illinois

consideration next fall.
Many of the tax relief bills
were approved by lawmakers in
a fit of election-year generosity.
But Thompson already has
indicated he is likely to veto
most of the'"ll. And, anstead of
tax relief, he's talking about
changing the state gasoline tax
from a fiat 71,'z-o?nts-a-gallon to
a percentage basis - which
could add at least 5 cents-agallon to the price you pay for
gasoline.
But the 1980 spring legislative
session can be measured as
much by what lawmakers
refused to do to affect your life
as by what they did.
The Legislature refused to
make tbe dramatic changes
SC'.ight by business in the state's
workers' compensation laws,
under whic.i.l you are compensated for an injury suffered
on the job. Business wanted
extensive curbs on those
benefits, but lawmakers instead
passed more modest changes
aimed primarily at curbing
at:-.!Ses in the program.

Per~~~-nt Centers U,S.
eveniqs and -~ends.
• ~;':::.":.~':!.cost. DHieatett filii·
• Complete TEST-11-TAPES•facllltln
tor review of class ' " - IRd
SUIIPiementary materials.
• Small classes tauallt IIJ slllllld
Instructors.

•

0

O,,.hlniiJ til ftlab 1111 MISIIII

lessons.
• Votumo- '"'-sllMfJ INihrlels

:~:;~ ~::: t'e.:r-"""

• OpportunitJ til tr-Ier ID IIIII
co11timoe sllMfJ at 1ftJ ot our
-IOCIIIflln.
•folf Cla•••-s St•ring Sooft.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABL

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT • VAT
TOEFL • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • NLE

from the "freedom Ootilla" that

brought over 110,000 people to
U.S. shores.
And $25 million would go
toward increased caseloads in
general assistance and Aid to
Families with Dependent
Qlildren programs

t••o.rs. bn&w..Uftd.s

MH Delmar, Suite Hl
Univenity City, Mo. t3124
(314) ttJ-77"
,., , .. ..,..,,... ..,_, OtNr

c""''

Oat\f6fftT$1att

CALL TOLL AIEEc

1100-223-1782

The American Tap
RED LIPS HAPPY HOUR
KISS MY SLUES AWAY
1-8 PM
25c Drafts
70c Speed rails

$1.50 Pitchers

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

On Special
~~ll Day & Night

Friday, Saturday and Sunday

1-S DAILY
Rt. 51
~LOSED SUNDAY. . . NORTH Of C~BQNO~~

Light and Dark

95c
CcmeJQinUs
and watch
Cubs vs. Pirates A tier H~:?~Y Hour
45• Drafts
on our
$2.25 Pitchers
8-Foot Screen

I

Arnol 's Market

Jl

Blue Bell

hot dogs

Blue Bell

sliced bologna

Totino's Pizza

89~ 1?Pe~·.
$1.19/1 b.
$1.19

Located lust 1 1,1, "miles south of campus on Rt. 51
a week 7am-10

Sgff pbo&o

These airplues beloaging to Woodndf Aviation
were damaged when Wednesday's slorm ripped

Jay Bryan&

through Southern IUinois Airport. Fifteen planes
worth an estimated 1508,800 were destroyed.

Radio operators kept busy

~

l

~

!Continued from Page!)
Housing front window out.
5:54-Grand Street railroad
signal arms "bent over and
hung up on some other poles
there."
.
5:55-:-Emergency Operations
Center doesn't know anything
either.
5:57-Somebody at 13 and 51
said he thinks there's a complete power outage in the town.
5:57-East side of town bas
heaviest damage.
6:0D-There's a broken gas
line at a trailer at Warren and
Park Road. <Time out: 6:00)
6:0D-Tbere's "another storm
brewing" near Gorham.
6:05-Civil Defense said
there's a storm headed this way
from Gorham, but it's less
severe than the last one.
6:05-Police were instructed to
permit aU local traffic to move
only if they have a destination.
6:05-Police instructed to cut
off aU incoming traffic..Turn
them around at A & W.
6:07-At the north side of
town, tum them around at the
Moose.
6: 1 o-Nobody leave town. All
roads blocked.
6:11-There are power
outages on the east end of
town ... will probably cause
trouble at night ...Patrol the
downtown, especially the liquor
businesses.
6:12-Turn them around at
Pleasant Hill and 51. <East-west
traffic>
6:14--Someone on Wall Street
said he's having a "problem"
with "all these people."
6: 15-"80 mph winds coming
at us."
6:18-There's no way to get
gas from Standard plant.
6: 2t'--Police were instructed,
if they prove they live in town

let people into Carbondale.
7 :oo-The electricians believe
they can get gas pumps working
Tell
Dougherty
tonight.
<Clarence, vice president for
campus services>.
7:05-Police were instructed
to consider setting up traffic
controls on main thoroughfares.
7:11-Eastgate Shopping
Center. Looting worries.
Windows broken for easy access. Send security.
7: 15-Lines down on campus.
7:27-1101 N. Wall. "Someone
named Randy ... no weapon
involved, but... "
7:32-U.S. 51 North is open.
7:39-No signs of thunderstorms or bad weather.
7:44-?ossible looters at 408
S. Ash. Sent to investigate.
7:46-107 Small Group
Housing. Limb through window.
7:47-Entrance to Driving
Range is blocked.
7:47-Walnutand Washington
intersection-dangerous
without semiphor.
7:48--Roof blown off store in
Elkville; Tom's Place badly

<Carbondale), you can let them
through, otherwise, don't.
6:~ce is intermittent

somewhere.
6:28-Washington
Sireet
power lines down, also in the 300
block of somewhere.
6:33--0n Mill Street the
construction boom looks bent,
may be dangerous.
6:35-There's a slow-moving
freight at College and lllinoi.\1.
6:36-The dispatcher <or
somebody l got hold of four
more cops to come to work.
6:38-There are some people
at the Student Center who want
to go to St. Louis and keep
calling to get permission to go.
What do I tell them? Tell them
no. There are "bot wires down
everywhere."
The
.. bit{
problem is getting out of twon.
There's ''no aU clear yet." Most
of the weather is coming from
the St. Louis area, the direction
they want to go.
6:~I'm "almost sure the
storm's over" because they're
out with Frisbees.
6:41---Cheek &11 N. Oaldand ...An elderly woman called the
operator.
6:41-Tbere's either a trailer
ur traffic on Old 13, but "there's
nothing we can do."
.
6:43--North Poplar north of
Jackson is blocked by a tree.
6:44--Contact the high school
principal ...sometbing about the
gym.
6:45-The cops are going to
fill up their gas tanks using a
ret..y syster.t.
6:4i-Grand is no longer

damaged.

s!~~:~:~a~~~

Missouri
lifted.
Moving
southeastward. Still in effect for
''parts of Southern Illinois."
Tornado warnings in Grayson,
Radin, Hart and LaRue
counties in Kentucky. Confirmed tornado touchdown in
Grayson County, Ky.
8:30-WSIU-FM went back on
the air, the only city radio
station operating.
8: 55-Pick's Liquou,
operating on its own generator,
was swamped with customers.
Police called to control the
crowd.
8:59---Power in the north side
of Carbondale and in the
campus area was restored.

open.

6:50--()ne of the policeman's
daughters called and left a
message that Little Grassy got
very little storm.
&:55-Policemen were iDstructed to reopen the town, to

West Roads

11

July 4th

RIVERSIDE PARK. MURPMY880RO
No'*""'- cNtve. c.mMit ridee

Picnic tat. • Bench Ptavl"9 AH Afternoon
V.nety Show at..u 7:30 • Rfwworka t:JO

FINEST DISPLAY IN THE AREAl
Whole

PRESEN~·s

THE NEW WAVE MUSIC OF

RUDY
AND THE

BOUQUETS
THURS. & SAT. NIGHTS

··················~
CELEBRATE THE 4th
with

The ALL IN ONE Store"

Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale • 529-1221

SALE GOOD July 3-July 6

HAMM'S
12pak

~~:~.:~
" t. . 11.'

12oz. cons

'

$329
12pak
12 oz. cans

FALSTAFF

BLATZ

Yl.-.-~.-~
. ~.. ~

&
Fireworks

1-i

$299

12 ~k 12.oz. cans
-i

IJ.."•• ... ,

&1• ,.~~

$179
6 pak 17 «».cans
••* •r I t•

I'
11111111111111111111111111111~1111111111111111111111111111~
-'··

""ep7
~
,.J~VIf#~

FRIDAY NIGHT
W¥¥¥¥¥¥.¥¥¥¥¥••. .•~
Coming Sunday:

Gus Pappells
Jazz Fusion

._...... ,
Vaily F.gyptmn

f~·······

-~--

Tht> lla1ly E~typtian cannot ~
-~pons.1hlt> for mort> than Olll" day'~
IJK·orrt'CI in.~l'rlloo Arlv,.rhsers art"
rt>s.pons.1bll' for rht>clr.ang lht>ir
1dvt>rt~.-m .. n1 fort>rron;. l':rrors not
"'f' fault of thl" advt'rtiM'r which
lf'SS.f'n
thf'
vaiUl'
of
thf'
llflvrrti!IE'mt-nt will bl' adjusted. If
vour ad appt>ars incorrt"Clly. or if
\'t•U Wlllh to cancel vour ad. caii5J6.
i:JII
bt>forl" ;2:00 noo11 for
,-,nrt>llat~nr m thl" next dav's issue
l'ln~IIM-d Information.kat"
Onl' llav-10 ct'nts pl"l" word
mm1mum $1.50
Two Davs -9 Cl'nt~ pt>r word. pt>r
dav
'hlft'l" ur ~·our Days--8 t't'lliS p«.>r
wurd, Jll'T da\·
F1vt> thru Sillt' Da~,s-7 t'l'nls per

Parts & Services

Corp.

Guaranteed

Recycletl Auto Parts
Foreign • Domestic
Fr- Ports locating • 5 States
N. New Era Rood Carbondale
457-6319

CYCLE TECH

"''.f! fh"rud~nt'leen Days

Spec:l•l ":"his w-k for
Two Strc*e Motorcycles:

1!\Wonl Minimum

Free Quart of
Bel-Ray Injector Oil
With Tun&-Up-Inspection

-6 cents
pt>r word. pt>r d.Py
Twt>nty or Morf' Days-- S l"t'niS pl"
worJ. per day

m:~~t':~r"'~~~Ct'i~..~r!".H~..~~..:~~
:::::r~:~:..Jl8 1!~~~:~rf:::r~u:::i:l~o

piiiJa~lf~~va~~~~~~p~ r'::~ :1k!t;

Motorcycles

FOR SALE

Automotive•
ll.o\TSl':li 8·210. t!l77 Automatlr.
alm<>SI nrw. 24.tllltl milt's $3600.
:>49-41141iaflt>r~ (lOP M. 6126.-\al72

MOTORCYCLE: 1976 KAWASAKI
KEI75, $450.00. CaU S4!HH68.
6188Acl73
NOW IT'S l"IME to buy a 1975
Yamah'l350 .n excellent condition.
Include!. si~:y and roll bars. $600.
Jay. 549-5::1!:.
86207Acl74
1978 YAMAHA X5-400. Excellent
condition. luggage rack. $850. 549-16-W.
62-43Acl74

!~.;~
s:~;,

1;~·-;

K

,.,

\H:I-1.\~:\

AA-1-.1.17:;

l'l'>TI'
,.,...rg.Sk\1

l;lllA. 2-to;lt'.

Reel Estate

62:.!1Aal75

~;()()[) c-ond!!1~4l.
Call~!~

SALE

HUGE DISCOUNTS

.t.mtfO~

1 ITI•

1979 PATRIOT Hx52. All l'lectric
Central air. t:nderpmned. in:
sulallon package. anchored. ap-

TAKAMINE 12 STRING. 1973
Honda 350. needs work. Craftsman
top chest. 457-5905.
6222Afl80
WATERBEDS • KING OR Queen.
l''ull Warranties. Complete hne ol
at"cessories. can LarrY a~V~k
TWO 5000 BTU Sears Window Ai;Conditioners. S50.00 each. Good
conditioo. 457~73, callafter5PM.
6230Afl73
DESKS,

6233Afl81

HOMEGROWN PEACHES. AP·
PLES._ sweet corn. vegetables.
Also vme rip«.> tomaiOH. Florida
watermelons and cantaloupes.
McGuire's Produce Wagon at
Walnut and Lewis Lane or our
market 8 miles south of Carbondaleon Old US 51. 437-5187.
B62J4Afl72

Electronics

I

Call 684-6304.

DOBERMAN

GiaNI Wll!lcmwRental

62l1Ahl74

PUPS.

510 So. University
457-7941

MUR-

~~~S~~dR~~~~~~=f~~t§h~

and wormed. Call684-630ol.
6212Ah174

Houses
Musical
£EA UTIFUL

5 BEDROOM, 1176 E. Walnut. 2
people need 3 more. Available
I ammedaately. ~month earh. 457·

CLASSICAL

B5923Bb173C

4334.

~.1:!ffjK:~~~~:~~~I sell for

5 BEDROOM, 1182 E. Walnut

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _62_17_A_n_173_

Ava1labie immediately.

:~{~~ummt>r $

CUSTOMIZED
SPEAKER
CABINET. Two twelve inch JBL's
wath two Pezo tweeters in heavv
rugged cabinet. Practically g~vin~

115

$85

month

Ji~s~~~

-----------CARBONDALE
HOUSING
SMALL 3 bedroom fc.rnished

~!to-~~f!r~_ ~!~k. 54~"

~~~:r. !~~~lat:!r '1!~;:~~~~~re

6238Anl74

Ramada Inn Oli Old Route 13 West
B5941BbmC
Call 6&1-4145.

~:xn:t.LF:NT.

N~:llROOM

l.AR<"if.:---;.
_,I Jupin•. atr. ca~t.

~~~7~~n10J sum~~bl~Jc

FOR RENT

CARBONDALE · WANTED RENTERtSl for clean. close to
cam(IUll house. Start early July •
option fall. Tom 437-8665.
6170Bbl76

Apartments
NICE ONE BEDROOM. furnished.

needing repair .
,.._...,
,_..._.._

.............

AIIMIIotto.plt.l

- - - - - -8594488174

CARBONDALE HOUSING. ONE
bedroom furnished apartment. air,
available immedialely, 2 miles
west ol Carbondale Ramada Inn O£,
Old Route 13 West. Call684-4143.
B59408al74C

I

~~~~~~-----~
NdW Told. . Contracts

_,......

, ....nd...

3218.

FREE KITTENS TO good home.

I ~feP!:iJ~~I;l!~~~.:::SedcoY:J:
I

ft~·i.~J:~:n~~r~ s. Wall.
Good condition or

t~;e1·i~~~f!~:diri!n~s!~

for efficiencies, one
bdrm ond two bdrm
opts. 3 blocks from
campus. No pets.

,... & Suppll•

BUY AND SELL used furniture

ROYAL
ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITER with 16 inch
carrier. Ext'l'llent condition. S150
- or best offer. 437-4123 ~AM-4PM.
B6025An72

Now taking
Summer & Fall
Contracts

FISHER
E~SEMBLE.
INCLULJES &-track. caS!If'lte. tu. ntable. AM-FM. speakers. $300. Call
549-3609. after 6.
6li7Agln

~~ ~r~i~JI.iderwe~~.m:Jt

We buy used s•eo equiprMnt

TWO BEDROOM WINDSOR.
12x60 with 4x8 tipout. air. un-

~~~~~=~-B6153Ba174
~:'~:

Available now.

6179Ag182

~~~~~~ft;!ed thr~1~1~

•t.S1M.. MII

TWO BEDROOM, WATER and

~yex~~~t~~n~~~f.SO·

549-7000

5166.

Mobile Homes

EFFICIENCY
AND
ONE
Bt'droom apartments. Close to
campus. All utilities paid 549-4!\89.
B6093Bal75

to,totMaUntutrolkeBu,<k,

MARANTZ STEREO RECEIVER
$125: Pioneer Turntable $75;
Acoustics ~kens tlOO ~ir. Can

(across from the Romodo Inn)

4. Chautauqua Apts. No. 9. 457·

J'f.'O CuR \'EITE 350. JOOHP. $3800.
Call Pa:tv. 53fr5531 or 529-3879
6226Aali2

no
5947Bai75C

Old13W.
Carbonrl"le

!n~-iab~~~e!'f~~les~h~~W.~:

62l~Aal7~

NICELY FURNISHED 1 or 2

=~~~tJ~.r4;;~~~~ 4~~:

per <u'\IOmt.ar'

Rt. 1. Sweets Corner Pl•z•

THE BARN

l"SED FURNITURE -

good

S2CI- 1082 or S49-&880

ILLINOIS COMPUTERNWfl

NEVER USED, NEW 40 chamel
CB and antenna, $65. Tv.·o
telephone answermg devices.
almost new. $75 each. 457-4941 or
329-2289.
B6t97 Afl78

a•·counts w1th rstahhshrd crrd1t

large 6 small
Also 1 6 2 bdrm apts
for S.ummer or fall.
(all any tune 01
p• ('It' I oJbly between
4:00 and 5:00pm.

Computer Books
&Programs
Values to $20.00
Now$1.00

11 Broyhill Furniture
Has Just Arrlvecl
Selling at

the Arena

549-0531

5

.

COMPUTERS BY:
•Apple
•Texas Instruments
•A tori

TWO TRACTOR
TRAILER LOADS

'2 mile South of

bt- all additional charl(<' ol $t.OO to
l'OVf'r lhl" ('Ol'!t of thf' llt'Ct'!I..Yry
pan;rwork

STUDENT
RENTALS
omes Close to Campu

WE HAVE MOVED
Visit our Expanded
Showroom

~~~:Sr-~~~-pe:~7fa~t'

KARCO
K•rsten Auto •ec.,clln8

457-0421

TYPEWRITERS. SCM .ELECTRICS, new at.::l used. Irwin
Typewriter Exchange. ll01 North

for Su~~~~~~er & Fall
Semesters

NALDER STEREO
Cartridge Special
of the Week

617JAeo14

Stanton 500EE
List$42.50
This Week Only $20.88

Apartments
EHiciency Summer Fall
Apts.
$95
$135

STILL DREAMING
OF FINDING A
NICE PLACE TO LIVE?

All locations ore fumished.
A. C.. Son. Utilities Furnished

Keep checking
the D. E. Claulfletls

ROYAL RENTALS

LARGE. FIVE BEDROOM house.
5 miles south of Carbondale, lease

=r~~~r~. ~~

~~:'it:Sndpl"~

573.

B6190Bbl88C

Also

SMALL FIVE ROOM Cotta~e just

Craig U502 24WI ch.
Power Booster
List$84.95
Sale$49.50

SMALL TWO BEDROOM House

~~~~hof i~:l:l:J~sb~:i.,~~ o$~~
deposit lilti·Z4!fl.
6204Bbl75

~ft:}~~ni!in~~~ rvc::~~~ :::!~

~ets. Robmson Re~:ag:~

715 S. University

MURPHYSBORO. 3 BEDROOM
fully rurnisht'd, ca~t. air. ap:

on the isl•ncl

~~~::iee~en~~~~it~n&~

549-1501

or 529-3066.

62358b1i11

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT. 500
East College Street. through end ol
summer. i'idy-Converuent-Cheap.
549-4571. Mark.
6218Bal'72

Mobile Homes

3 BEDROOMS. BOARDERS
campus, furnished, bar. uUlities
pa1d. rarpt"ted, avatlable now! ~·or
624USaJ]6

SINGLES AVAILABLE NOW. $135
per month. 12x50. Furnished and
oiWr-coNbtloned. Country living 2
miles past Crab Orchanl SpaUway
No Pets. 549-6612 or 549 :IOO'l.
B6183Bcl87C

I ..Sf~!.X!~.Y.~ar. 457-20!N.

-ONE MONTH
FREE RENT

l

W/1 yr. lease
Rt. 51 North

. Ux50, RURAL SETTING, lied
m~ '!rd ~~~and

:C:~enioo'f:. 867-~-m =:l~
If money means
anything to you

Submit resume bl 7-15-IIO to

&~:af!:~iii!':. as=M·

$70
$80

FREE SCHOOL

CHUCKS RENTALS

54t-337t

2 bdmw. ~ residential,

fadlities. Very mmpelitive. Available now I June 1. Coll457-7352

vvhat
center

12ft wide
$125
Hove deposits ready

2 miles to campus on city streets.
little traffic. Anchored, under•irted. insulated. Furnished, city

No matter

'lt

r--~~~~"""'""""""......,--..1 ~!{th~tioos~~.s. ~1~~~
RENT WAR
r~r::;.c!;e~1-~~-~:::
8ftwide
1Oft wide

MUIDAU SINGLE &
FAMILY HOMES

CRISIS LINE SUPERVISOR to
~~se (~t~~~y,opec:r~!ioa
1.s ol
11_nae

Rooms
CABLE TV, ALL Utilities paid,
~s\:.v;.~.~.r." week.
85836Bd174C

or549-7039

is looking for committee
people to ·help plan
programs for Fall.

For more information
mil student P"Y'GIWIIillg
Council-536-3393 or stop
by the office, 3rd floor
Student Center.

IIPirl
... .•.-~at-t-Neacl Support
Coli
549-154
GRAPHICS OF ANY

you

kind!!

~ ~::at=~~~~fe
pricing. filM-5257 aftec 1pn.
60'12E111

NEED A PAPER Typed? IBM
Selectric, fast 6 accurate,
reuonable rates, So&-22511.

6124E113C

ABORTION-FINEST

MEDICAL

J

I

need

=r~6=:l
WHY PAY EX'mA $? Complete

Brake job and tune ~- Imc:trts

:;t:r.r:_mc:u cars.

PltiYATE IIOOMS

FREE BUS
7RUNSDAILY
~~:)

Rt. 51 North
~9-3000

in Apartments for Students
You hove o Privote Room on
key~. use kitchen facilities etc.
with others in Apartment. Util·
ities included. Very near campus.
very competitive. availoble
&June 1.
C•IIU7-7JS2- Mt-7139

Roommates
NEED-SOMEONE

TO

share

~~:::~~:d.ws09~~w!f:~·

:t

61768e174

172

contracts.

•Neor campus
•AIC
•Maintenance service ony
hour
•Trash, s-er
<!ole to food & laundromat
•Noturol gas (So. only)
lOth month rent
free with o I yeor 1_.
(So. only)
Sorry no pets

for further Info call:
457-13U

ROOMMATES NEEDED. 303 W.

~:~e:~~~ "0::~=
ONE MALE ROOMMATE. house
cl05e to cmapus, lr.:lte bedroom,
~~~i-tcben, availa ~IJ::~

e

~
CAMBRIA, DUPLEX, 2 bedrooms,
available now. $165 ~ mooth. 9115-

~mfumisbed.

::~":-e;e~~: Sorry,
861S7Bc175

REAL NlCE, TWO Bedroom

M~~.:.·N'!.CP!a~'N':=

frererences required. Roxanne
Mobile Hone PaiL M!H713.
6113Bc173

mii'AL CONIIIACIS
NOW AVAILABLE
su........ entlfell

~o:u:=~:.~

f:~-:~~1' askJ:ul~1~

fundilll agencies. Otber desirable

For more information or appointment to see
,...__ tJ7-Ut6

................
.......... ,
,................

!i990F176

WANTED: AIR CONDITIONERS,

:or:~~~eJ:.~a~

1243.

6043Fl79

TO RENT ;, bedrooms with land

Responsible
peopie
with
references. CaD: 349-1308 or 349-

1939.

6213F174

A

'!i~-~~~~ ~~~tiOJ
LOST

...

HUSKY BLACK MALE cat with
wbite paws. Please call 349-5715.

SERVICES
OFFERED

6200G172

~tu1'!fkEJold ~ ~::c.::

Reward and gratitud"e. Please call
COVER'S

UPHOLSTERY.

451-11566.

621oG172

FREE RENT FIRST month,
Raccoon V!!l:J\~_JDiles soulb,

PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS, AND
Thesis ty~. IBM Correcting
Selectric II, neat, accurate,
reasooable rates. se-2874.

~g~.=~,J!:!a~O~lf:J.

WILDWOOD MOBILE PARK.
Sbade trees. patios, and laundry.
No I>otp. 451-2874 457~&iBLt7&

TYPING
SERVICEMURPHYSBORO. Fast. reliable,
efficient. Ten years experience

ra~-~'!:-5749........ ~~:~

or

FREE
MOVE TO

Rt.51 North
~9-3000

I

supplies available. Call 329-106Z.

Sf9'1E173

BLACK LABRADOR, FEMALE,

529-3306 or 457-4382.

8623!1G17fi

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PREGNANT
call BIRTHRIGHT

DEPRESSION-MARRIAGESYOUTH
and
FamilyCobabitational ProblemsCoUDseling-Center for Human

~~-ment-No

BEDWET11NG,

c~~~

BEDSOn.ING

::~~~eMren~ouro~·iw~:!

~ment-Na

HELP WANTED

~~~~at!

WUXTRY will pay UP. to Sl.50 f..-

~eeortz:nd ~=-ne:n~
=-=~--t.tu~.404
s.
6161J115

BECOME

A

BARTENDER.

~~~sAr!:=-l!
~

~=ar,a:

U..._.,..tyMeiPts

··--CtNidry
...
........._...........

lor

lloPetsA

FALL, EXTRA NICE, 1211.0. I
bedrooms, fumisbedd. private

~-12--~~

for sale

~d~~on:e,ere!!:
~~)e; Campus cleli:Tt1~

.

It's

Cors& Trucks

=·~~=~~a:
B5410E173C

MaWie Home Lots

1

lotteries. Radioton

Cart!ers1
koutbern
Illinois
Univershy at CartJondale, • S.
Wall St .• Carbondale_. IL 62t0l.
SIUC Is an affirmative actic.equal opportunity employer.

__.......,

•Near ComP._Us

THE WILD TURKEY News and

~I1orba~~~~~J:i~

Carbondale.

:fo~~~s:r~.r~

( n l - - t h can-...

•1980 N- 1 & 2 Bedrooms
-Nicely Fumist.d & Carpeted
•Energy SOYing (no C.I.P.S.)
•Loudromot Facilities
•Nice Quiet & Cleon Setting

WANTJD

limitea English ~ficiency. .U.
tk:ipated starting date is J""uly 21,
1!180: salary commensurate with
~alifications; excellent fringe
is

~1~¥5

BLACK WALLET BETWEEN
Lake Kinkaid and Carbondale.
~~le. Reward ~~

12:1160, 2 and 3 bedroom mot:ne

homes. Furnished or

...:r=~· ind~=t~S:~:

fitf:r;-:aor::l:SU.~~uJ!:::1:&

MATURE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED: Large two bedroom
trailer in cou~ Sl05 and '>2
utilities. can 457
, evet.~e

9 month & 1 year lease

f.Ei.:!

2 NEEDS 1. quiet 3 bedroom
3665, 457-2094.

Is now toking foil

86206C172

:::~=rc?o~t;~~rbe :::!::..~T

ooe-third utilities, wood stove -"'S29-

1000 E. Park & So. 51

5359.

RESEARCH
PROJECT
SPECIALIST - The Scbool "'
Technical Careen anticiJI'!ltes an
=~fsfo:. al: '!::a:;,b
C:ition. Applicttul't: must bave

1 between 7pm and 9pm. ~~~!'fi2

~':~o~~esif_~en!gn~~;a':~

MALIBU VILLAGE

YMCA • CARBONDALE. Need
iostructors for Fall in cooking,
guita~. jazz dance, tap dance,
creative dance, ~uare dance,
ballet, baton, and golf. Call 549-

RIDERS WANTED

in

the

...

Professor says U.S. schools
take faculty more seriously

~
/-~

Lunch Specials:

;._,_

StuHed Green

~Pepper or Cabbage Roll

Bv Dennis Moran
Student Writer
Hans Rudnick's accent is a
curious mixture of his native
German and the British he
learned as a child. His neatly
combed-back hair. graying
slightly on the sides, adds to the
continental appearance of the
SIU English J»::fessor.
Herr Rudnick has been here
since 1966. the year he received
his Ph.D. from the University of
Freiburg. He left that German
school with three job offers in
the United States. and chose

SI~I~as rather im ressed with
the place," he sai~ explaining
his choice. "It was an enthusiastic place, and the
University Press had, as it stiU
has. a very good reputation."
Rudnick bas made good use of
the press. often translating and
editing books from German to
English. His latest work, a
revision of Immanuel Kant's
"'Anthropology of a Pragmatic
Point of View," was published
in 1978.
It was his obvious ambition
that attracted him to America
in the first place. In a European
universih·. Rudnick said, "it
takes a long time to be taken
st>riously.··
··The typical full professor
over there is in his late 50s or
60s." Rudnick explained.
"People who were more enterprising just didn't want to get
into that. Once vou knew how it
"·as in America, you began to
wonder why you should subject
yourself to what one may call
the backbone-breaking system
that they had over there."
That situation has changed
over the years. Rudnkk added,
and the average age of a
professor in Europe has gone
down. Because of steadily
declining funds for higher
education in America. Rudnick
also feels many of his European
contemporaries enjoy a higher
standard of living than their
stateside counterparts.

Flight Restaurant

~

~lSI'~~

549-1522

Dessert Special:
Apricot A_ntartlca
Thurs. & Fri.

0CARRIES0
This w-kend

~~

FOOTLOOSE)

Open
FRI. & SAT.
9pm.-4am.

Old Rt. 13
near
Murphysboro·

Hans Rudnick
pears content where he is,. His
immediate career goal ts to
become a full professor. And
eventually, he would like to find
the time to get involved in some
local theater productions.
"I have always played in the
theater. as a student in Germany and in Texas. where I
worked as a visiting lechu-er for
awhile. One of these days, if I
can find the time, I would like to
participate in some productions
here," he said gesturing
dramatically. "I miss the
theater. I really do."

But the 45-year-old associate
professor does not regret his
choice. He admires American
universities f01' their superior
facilities and the individualized
attention paid to students.
"The American student has
much more contact with his
professor," Rudnick said. ''The
German student hardly has a
chance to ever talk with him. A
teacher wiU lecture to a large
group, then have a seminar for
more advanced students."
Personable and always neatly
attired. Rudnick indeed ap-

'Bible-based' co11rses to be ofjerecl
Bv Mike Ritzman
Student Writer
Beginning this fall, SIU-C
students and other interested
persons in the area will be able
to take Bible-based, collegecredit courses at the Baptist
Student Center.
The program is arranged with
Judson College in Elgin and the
Illinois
Baptist
State
Association in Springfield.
The center is staffed and
operated by the IBSA, a

Southern Baptist organization,
which will cover any cost of the
extension program beyond
tuition.
SIU-C students and others will
be able to enroll for the courses
through Judson College with
earned credits transferring, on
request, to SIU-C as electives.
In the fall of 1980, the course
''Life and Meaning of Jesus"
will be offered f01' three credit
hours In the spring of 1981, the
course "Paul and His In-

~

r~

-,

terpreters" will be taught, also
for three credit hours.
Both courses will be taught by
Myron Dillow, pastor of

g~=JZe.B~~~hW:H

meet for two 90-minute sessions
per week. As of now, the times
are undecided.
Plans call for more courses to
be added in future semesters.
Tuition f01' eacb course will be
$88 _per semester hour.

Eiuu4

HAIRSTYLE FOR
PRE-WASHED HAIR
(blow-.lry nol included)

. ..

~ ~

-·-·-· ...

fOR ONLY $1.00

;!'oS9 .....,;

_..,

~ ...

f:'age 1o• ..,....) i:.llti'L~· Jul) J, llldO

15~

BUSCH & OLY
50~ SPEEDRAILS

- - - - - - featuring-------

11ROGUE''
213 E.- Main

no late a

licatians will be ace

ted

$3.00COVER

~,

PRESENTS:

lO~HAMMS

Introduces ...
A NO FRILLS

Room 1262
must have a current ACT
All applications are due back
Weclnesclay, July t, 4p.m.

SEOJNQf>QJLW:E D~

TONIGHT:

~~y~~

Applications may be picked up
in the Display Advertising Department
Communications Building

FRIDAY NilE

••ROGUE''
SAT. NITE

••cANDY''
Fri. & Sat. nit

SOc Drafts and
no cover charge
unt1110 p.m.

49-3932

Sucve~.shows

Vietnam vets
would serve again ifasked
WASHINGTON
CAP>-The
most comprehensive survey

ever made of Vietnam veterans

finds that a majority of them
say they would serve again if
asked.
But most, like members of the
public at large, say the United
States should have stayed out ol
Vietnam.
Among veterans who bad
served in Vietnam, Cambodia,
Laos, Tbailand or the South
China Sea, 55 percent disagree
with the statement, "H I "ere
asked to serve again, I would
refuse.''
A!mil&t aU the rest agreed
with that statement to a greater
or lesser degree.
Twenty percent said tbe
statement matched their
sentiments very closely, 10
ercent said it ma~ched
P.somewhat," 11 percent said it
matched their feelings ''not too

closely" and 4 percent were
unsure or did not answer.
Those fmdings emerged from
a $484,000 survey conduc~ for
the Veterans Administration by
Louis tw.rris and Associates of
2,484 Vietuam era veterans, 510
educaton and 1,000 business
executives. Tbe VA released
the results Tuesday.
Nearly three-fourths of the
veterans said they were gJad
they served their COUDtl"f and 60
percent disagreed w1th tbe
statement, ''The United States
took unfair advantage of me."
Max Cleland, VA adminstrator,
took
encouragement from the results.
"I think this indicates that
Vietnam veterans are not the
sunshine patriots that Thomas.
Paine warned us about,"
Cleland said.
An earlier part of the survey,
released last November showed

that 63 percent of Americans
feel Gls in Vietnam ''were
made suckers, having to risk
their lives in the wrong war in
the wrong place at the wrong
time."
Forty-nine percent of the
Vietnam era veterans and 47
percent of those who actuaUy
Served in the war zone felt the
United States should have
stayed out of the war.
In other results: 51-45 percent,
Vietnam era veterans gave me
VA a negative rating on the job
it does in serving their needs. .
But when asked about specif'IC
programs, veterans generally
rated them hig)ler. The public
was even more critical Of VA

~

New Orleans

MuHuletta

BAKERY -DELl
417.a1a

Open till I p.m.
Mon•• Sat.
Murclale

programs.

-About a third of the veterans
agreed with this statement: "It
is shameful what my coun!.I'f.
did to the Vietnamese people. '

O'Hare's air traffic control system
back to normal after 13 day outage
CHICAGO <APl - The air
traffic control system at the

~!t~~ ~iesn:,~~r~:
after 13 days without its
primary gui~lance computer,
federal authorities said Wednesday.
The comfuter at O'Hare
Internationa Airport has been
down sutee June 20, when it
"'froze" for about 15 seconds
while tracking the 2,200 daily
flights. Its job is to pick up

SIU offers
CPR training

free in July

aircraft about 40 miles away
and project to radar screen
information on flight numbers,
speed, altitude, type of plane
and coUision avoidance and lowaltitude warnings.
During the outage, controllers
had guided air traffic by radar,
radio communication and by
manual identification, said
Marjorie Kriz, a spokeswoman
for the FAA.
The system was shut down
after a computer failed to

function whenever an aircraft
formed a particular configuration, Kriz said.
..
Last
week
officials
discovered the source of the
problem, a programming error,
and for the past four days,
technical teams from O'Hare,
and
FAA
teams
from
Washington and Atlantic City,
N.J., tested a corrected
~- Kriz said the outage
ca~ only minor flight delays.
delays.

Today

KooiRay
&the
Polaroldz
on

Shryock
Steps

Campus Briefs
Students For Anderson will hold an organizational meeting at
4:45p.m. Thursday in Activity Rooms C and D. Anyone interested
in "'orking on the petition drive or other campaign activities are
welcome.

Two Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation Workshops will
be offered free to SIU-C
students, faculty, staff and
'111e Makanda Community Development Council is sponsoring a
alumni as part of the car wash for the Makanda Youth Program, Saturday, 10 a.m. to 2
Recreational Sports Summer p.m. at CGnveaient Food Mart on Route 51 in Carbondale. Price is
Program.
$1.50 :or cars and $2.50 for trucks.
The workshops wiD be held at
the Recreation Center from
July 7 throug)l July 11, and from
July 11 tbrougJI July 18. Both
sessions meet from 2:30-4:30
p.m.
AU participants must have a
605 E. Grand
valid 1980 summer fee
lewis Park
statement or a Recreation
529-3348
Center use pass or pay the $1.50
daily use fee required by the
Recreation Center.
Retistration may be completed at ~ Recreation Center
Information Desk.

PINCH PENNY

@

Hours

11-1 M-Th
11-2F-Sat.
1-1 Sun.

LIQUORS

II
Oly

Have a happy 4th of July

-

6pk.-

12pk

fai•Nff 6pk. cans

Miller

6pklttle

1.75

For the holiday we have extended hours
We will be open from 9am to 1am
Enioy your Weekend

1...

~

Paul Masson
Carafe

Chablis, Rose, Burgundy
lliter

2.75

llONLY

3.95
..............

IL

All750 mi.

2.19

BOLA ~
All750ml

3.59

t.2S

....... " ...............

4.19

•II• Scotcn

'·"

12yn.Oid

glacollazzl
~

VODKA
Seagram Seven QT. 6.39
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"POPOV~

~ SOUTHERN
COMFORT
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~~_____________
QT.
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AFL-CIO-Willing.to back Carter
in order to stop Reagan candidacy
the labor federation is wasting

WASHINGTON <APl
Alarmed by the prospect of a
Ronald Reagan presidency, the
AFL-CIO is ready to swallow its
deep
reservations
over
President Carter's economics
and mount an aU-out drive to
prevent a mass defection of
blue-collar workers to the
former California governor.
"Reagan is just anathema to
us," Alexander E. Barkan, the
AFL-CIO's national political
director said in an interview
Wednesday. "I don't know of a
single labor leader supporting
him."
Without waiting for the
political parties to choose
nominees or for its own leaders
to make a formal endorsement,

no time trying to convince its
13.6 million members and their
families that Reagan is no
friend of workers.
To keep Reagan out of the
White House, the AFL-CIO is
prepared to campaign for
Carter's re-election despite its
unhappiness
with
him,
assuming - as it I!OW appears
- ht" is the Democratic
nominee.
Barkan, who heads the AFLCIO's Committee on Political
Education (COPE>, said the
federation will not formally
endorse a candidate until
September, but that the
selection will certainly be a
Democrat.
The leaders of more than two

dozen unions are backing Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy for the
Democratic nomination, but in
nearly every case they appear
ready to work for Carter if the
president is renominated.
Because some of its unions
are backing Carter and others
are backing Kennedy, the AFLCIO is remaining ·strictly
neutral in the Democratic
contest until after the party's
August convention, Barkan
said, adding, however, that the
numbers clearly favor Carter.
Labor leaders fear that
millions of wortir.g people will
vote for Reagan out of
frustration ove_r high inflation
and carter's ~ of an
uneertain ecaaamic: slluatiaa.

. Professor wins prize
for film on Carbondale
people get more out of the film
mentally."
Another process that gets the
viewers to think is to incorporate written words into
images by the use of subtitles
under each shot, Coven said.
Coven, who has been makm.
ftlms since 1970, described his
type of film as a "minority"
since most filmmakers are
more inclined to shoot the
standard "Hollywood" film.

By Donna Hopkins

Student Writer

Michael D. Covell, assistant
professor in the Department of
Cinema and Photography , has
won a recognition award for his
22-minute film "Helinnerigen''
which has Carbondale as its
subject. He received the award
at Vanderbilt University's
annual film festival during the
school's
Sinking
Creek
Celebration June :Hi.
The title. which is German for
Although Covell said that he
"remembrances," relates to doesn't
make films to compete
the five years Covell spent
for
awards, he has entered
filming in Carbondale.
film festivals, such as the
Covell then converted his other
work into a 22-minute prize- San Francisco Art Institute
winning film uver a four-month FUm Festival. "I just make
films for my own satisfac· ·
· f"lm
coven tion, "he said.
period.
h1s
1
,
Explammg
But at tbe Sinking Creek
said. "l wasn't interested in
doing the standard novel film. Celebration, CoveU wasn't the
• Instead I wanted to make a only person satisfied with his
visual poem that would be work. Out of the ~300 films
entered in the festival, Covell's
different in structure.'"
In shooting the scenes around was one of 12 to win an award.
Carbondale. Covell looked for
Not aU of CoveU's time is
static movements and colors
occupied with filmmaking. He
that related to one another.
"1 wanted my film to be a recently discovered glass
mentar process for the viewer. blowing and metal shaping. " I
Subtle movement plus a color am constantly finding new
in one shot and how it relates to interests to satisfy me," he
a color in the next shot makes said.

Murdale Shopping Center
Open 7 Days A Week (Man-Sot 11-9. Sun 12-7)
549-2231 CARRY-OUT OR EAT-IN

20 SPECIALS EVERY DAY
F o r - -n.tlesofcookl. . plecne ret.r to our ....uler ~~~enu

!2.5!EACH
Fried Rice. 2 Tempuro
and Almond Cookie
No.2·
--s;•.dRicew G~avy. ~gg
Roll. and Egg Drop Soup
~
Egg Roll. Fried Rice. and Egg
Drop Soup
No. .C·
Egg Roll. Chicken Corn Soup.
ond Almond Cookie
No.5·
Egg Roll. 2 Fried Wantons.

Billiards Parlour

Presents
Daily Lunch
Specials
10om-6pm
Y.llt.

umbo

Hot
... Ham&
Cnees1a:

Pickle
Chips

··~

I
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Pickle
Chips
$1.49

.!:!,O.•!;
Sw-t& Sour Pork. fried Rice.
and Egg Roll
Nc.. 7--s:;;;. & Sour Chden. Fried Rice.
and Egg Roll
No. Ss-t& Sour Shrimp. Fried Rice.
and Egg Roll
No.9·
Chinese Fried Chicken. Fried
Rice. and Egg Roll
No.lO·
~pare Ribs. Fried Rice. one
Porlt Bun

Cookie
No. l2 ·Pork Egg Foo Young. Steamed Rice. Egg Roll. Chicken Corn Soup
and Almond Cookie
.!:!.2:...!1.:.Sweet & Sour Pork. Steamed Rice. Park Bun. Chicken Corn Soup.
and Almond Cookie
No. l.c · Chinese Fried Chicken. Pork Bun. Fried Rice. Chicken Corn Soup,
--a;:;dAimand Cookie
~ l~:_Porit Spare Ribs, Egg Roll. Fried Rica. Chicken Cam Soup and Almand Cookie
·

Sftit~·ofuemerg@trcy·declared ·

T-HE VIDEO STORE

in Carterville, Energy, Herrin
By Charity Geuld
and Robin Saponar
Staff Writers
Carterville, Energy and
Herrin were damaged more
severely from Wednesday
night's storm than the weekend
storm, officials estimated.
All three towns declared a
state of emergency and issued a
curfew Wednesday night.

Damages consisted mostlr of
downed trees and power lanes.
There were no serious injuries
reported.
At John A. Logan College in
Carterville. a few small
buildings including a parking
booth were leveled, said
security officer Art Otey.
Although classes were in
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session, the only injury occurring was to a student who
tried to leave the arPa on his
motorcycle during the storm.
He suffered superficial cuts and
bruises, Otey said.
The
Shawnee
Library
System, along with several
Carterville homes. had substantial roof damage.
A new water boil warning
might be issued. said Carterville Mayor Frank Samuel,
because of dropping water
pressure. Residents are urged
to conserve water.
Trailers in the Rolling Homes
Trailer Sales lot. located on
Illinois Route 148 south of
Energy,
were
severely
damaged. One trailer was
tipped on its side. roofs were
tom off of others, while tt.e rest
received minimal damages.
The east side of Energy
received the most damage, as
two or three houses and a house
trailer were severely damaged,
said Energy trooper Evans. .
"One house looked like it
exploded," he said. ''The wind
blew off the roof of my house,
but there are many isolated
incidents like this."
Evans said the damages were
caused by winds that had no
"twisting motions," but were
"just straight winds."
Energy Mayor Bob Jeralds
said the roof of the Mattingly
Health Care Nursing Home
blew off, but aU of the beds were
dry and the residents were
doing aU right.
The major damages in
downtown Herrin were broken
store windows, said Patrolman
Dar. Cox.
''There has been no looting
yet because a lot ol the store
owners have stayed in their
stores," Cox said.
He said that Mayor Mario
"Moochie" Ottolioi was trying
to get the National Guard to
come to Herrin and help protect
the stores from vandalism.
"It doesn't look like we have
too much damage to buildings,"
Cox said. "It's just going to be a
hassle to clean it all up.
"We hardly got touched by
the other storm, this one was
much worse," he added.
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Storm causes wreckage, death
Southern Illinois was just
beginning to recover from a
barrage of storms that struck
the area over the weekend when
a second onslaught hit unexpectedly at about 4:30 Wednesday, ripping through the
area with winds of more than 80
mph.
Dozens were injured during
the storm, and there was one

confirmed death, a young girl
who drowned at Lake Kinkaid.
One women was reportedly
injured by a garbage dumpster
rolling over. Others were injured by falling trees and
debris.

Scores of residents of Car-

bondale Mobile Homes were left
homeless by the storm. Thirty

to forty trailers were destroyed.
and several others were
severely damaged.
Curfews were issued in
Murphysboro, Carterville and
all of Williamson County.
Downtown Carbondale was also
closed off.

Trees felled by the winds
blocked streets everywhere and
knocked down power lines,
leaving much of Southern
lliinois in the dark again.
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